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INTRODUCTION

After several up-and-down years, the NBA seemed at last to have turned the corner after the 1977 NBA
Finals.1

The series, which saw the Portland Trail Blazers defeat the Philadelphia 76ers, had achieved

unprecedented television ratings. It was the capstone on a year that had witnessed record attendance in both the
regular season and playoffs,2 the successful merger with the rival ABA and the settlement of the longstanding
Oscar Robertson labor litigation.3
The series itself had presented a classic contrast between the team-focus of Portland and the individual
talent of Philadelphia.4 Moreover, the series served as a coming out party of sorts for the league’s two most
marketable players: Julius Erving and Bill Walton.5 The two seemed to have had the potential to create a proto“Magic”-Bird rivalry.6 One star was African-American, was the league’s most exciting player, and was polished
and at ease with the media and the public. The other was white, was the master of fundamentals and team play,
but was distant from the press and the public.7
Yet, despite these encouraging signs, the 1977 Finals would leave an ambivalent legacy. In the immediate
term, the success of the Finals proved fleeting as the series itself and its participants dramatized many of the
problems that would haunt the league for the next several years. In the longer term, however, the 1977 Finals and
its participants also planted the seeds for the league’s redemption and helped usher in the modern game: how it
is played, how it is marketed and how it became widely popular. Using memoirs, contemporary magazine and
newspaper accounts, television broadcasts as well as secondary sources, this presentation will argue that the 1977
Finals encapsulated both the problems and the promise of the NBA in the coming years.
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I.

FALSE DAWN: THE IMMEDIATE LEGACY OF THE 1977 FINALS
The success of the 1977 Finals proved short lived. Instead of heralding a “Golden Age” for the league,

the late-1970s and early 1980s represented the doldrums for the NBA marked by: 1) violence; 2) drug abuse; 3)
perceptions of selfish play, loafing players and overpaid athletes; and 4) racial concerns.8

A.

Violence

The 1977 Finals witnessed one of the highest profile brawls in modern sports history. During Game Two,
before a live national television audience, a fight broke out, culminating in Philadelphia’s Darryl Dawkins going
toe-to-toe against Portland’s Maurice Lucas.9 Fans, players and coaches poured on to the floor to join the melee,
which had the makings of a riot.10 The tension was evident to all as CBS announcer Brett Musberger yelled:
“Somebody do something!”11 Fortunately, Lucas and Dawkins were separated and arena security eventually
cleared the court of fans. But the incident left an indelible impression.12
That fall, Sports Illustrated celebrated the role of “the enforcer” in its professional basketball preview,
which included a cover shot of Lucas.13 The 1977-78 season was barely underway when the league’s premier
player, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar—in response to an elbow—punched Kent Benson, fracturing Benson’s jaw and his
own hand.14 That December, Jabbar’s teammate, Kermit Washington—one of the enforcers profiled by Sports
Illustrated—almost killed Houston Rocket Rudy Tomjanovich with a punch during an altercation.15
The 1977 Finals—with its standoff between Lucas and Dawkins—seemed to sow the seeds of the league’s
violent image.16

B.

Drug Abuse
At the time of the 1977 Finals, the league’s drug problem was less evident than brawling but it was

beginning to draw public attention.17 Drug use was common on both teams. On May 5, 1976—just a year before
the Finals—76er Joe Bryant was involved in the first high-profile arrest of an NBA player involving hard drugs.18
Bryant had been pulled over by Philadelphia police with cocaine in his car.19
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Dawkins was candid about his own cocaine use during the 1976-77 campaign.20 He recalled that that
season “I was . . . toking and snorting . . . and having a high time.”21

Yet another 76er, Terry Furlow, was suspected of using hard drugs during the 1976-77 season. Indeed,
his friend “Magic” Johnson speculated that drug use may have prompted Philadelphia to trade Furlow after the
Finals.22 Tragically, matters came to a head in the early morning hours of May 23, 1980—three years and a day
after the start of the 1977 Finals and barely four years after Bryant’s arrest.23 Furlow’s vehicle collided with a
utility pole in Linndale, Ohio killing him instantly.24 A port-mortem indicated that he had ingested cocaine and
valium.25 Furlow appears to have been the first drug-related NBA fatality.26 His passing helped trigger a
devastating Los Angeles Times story in August 1980 which estimated that perhaps ¾ of the NBA used cocaine.27
Yet, Philadelphia was not the only team in the Finals that used drugs. Walton’s housemate, Jack Scott,
spent a good deal of time with the Blazers. He wrote in 1978 that “it is accurate and gives a true view of life in
the NBA to mention that more players indulge in the kind of coke you snort than the kind you drink.”28

The drug problem was poised to emerge as a major, public concern for the NBA in the years to come and
participants in the 1977 Finals played a significant part in this unwelcome development.

C.

Selfish Play
One of the knocks on the NBA in the late 1970s was the perception of selfish athletes. 29 The Blazers’

exquisite teamwork was one reason they were welcomed by so many fans. By contrast, Philadelphia was seen as
the prototypical, ball-hogging team.30 The poster boy in this regard was Lloyd Free.31 Following a 76er loss
earlier in the playoffs, he shrugged: “I got my double figures. I’m doing my job.”32 During the series, Free was
not shy about shooting even though he was injured.33
Bryant was not afraid to shoot either.34 During the Finals, CBS color commentator Rick Barry remarked
of the Philadelphia native: “there is a man who is one of the most offensive-minded men you are ever going to
see.”35 Furlow was cast out of the same mold. Though Furlow played limited minutes in the Finals, he made the
most of it, jacking up shots at a prodigious rate.36
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D.

Loafing Players
Another criticism of the NBA at the time was that players did not play hard.37

In this respect,

Philadelphia’s effort often left much to be desired. In his memoir, Dawkins freely admitted to tanking toward the
end of the series: “I was still in a funk [from the Lucas fight]. I had no heart to play with these guys, and since I
wasn’t getting the ball anyway, I stopped rebounding and playing defense.”38 76er practices were notorious for
their disarray and lethargy.39

E.

Overpaid Players
Another problem the NBA had to navigate in the 1970s was the perception that its players were overpaid.40

No team fit the bill better than the 76ers.41 The $6 million that Philadelphia paid for Erving’s services attached
to him the uncomplimentary nickname “the $6 million man.”42 Philadelphia had also shelled out big money for
George McGinnis to lure him from the ABA. As two journalists opined: “The 76ers were put together with lots
of cold hard cash.”43 This bred resentment against Philadelphia and seemed to underscore negative views of NBA
players as a whole.44

F.

Racial Division
The 1977 Finals also crystalized the issue of race in the NBA in the 1970s.45 This emerged in a number

of overlapping ways.

1.

Team Demographics

The 76ers were seen as the “black” team and the Blazers the “white” team. Lending some superficial
support for this notion was that Portland’s best and most visible player was Walton who was white.46 Bob Gross
and Dave Twardzik were also white, giving the Blazers three white starters during the regular season.47 Moreover,
the population of the city of Portland was overwhelmingly white. Nonetheless, this label of Portland as a “white
team” was misleading as seven of its twelve players were African-American.48 Moreover, key Portland players
were black: Lucas, Lionel Hollins and Johnny Davis.49
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By contrast, nine Philadelphia players and four of its starters were African-American.50 The 76ers’ best
and most visible player, Erving, was black. The same was also true of the team’s number-two star, McGinnis.
And, as a city, Philadelphia had a sizable African-American population.51 This “black team” label stuck even
though Philadelphia had key white players in Doug Collins and Steve Mix.52
2.

Style of Play

The racial divide was also seen at the time to include style of play.53 The 76ers were thought to play a
“black,” playground style,54 a holdover from the ABA with its greater emphasis on one-on-one moves, dunking
and individual expressiveness.55 At the same time, Portland players were thought to play “white.” Walton and
Gross were masters of fundamentals; passing, cutting and defense.56 Twardzik was seemingly the consummate
white overachiever.57
It is tempting to see this prevailing “black/white” style dichotomy as solely the product of the views of
white journalists and fans. However, Dawkins—who was African American—was full-throated in his belief that
the 76ers were indeed “a black team” and the Blazers a “white” team.58
This “white” versus “black” style often blended into moral terms:59 the “good” Blazers versus the “bad”
76ers.60 The “good” Blazers were thought to manifest the timeless values of teamwork and shared sacrifice while
the 76ers were thought to reflect individualism run amok.61

3.

Openly Racist Sentiment

And, of course, sometimes race was discussed in the most crude, jarring terms. Following the series’
conclusion, the headline of one Philadelphia Daily News column blared the words “The 76ers were Heroes, Not
Just a Bunch of N[*****s] Who Choke.” Writing in ostensible defense of Philadelphia, the columnist wrote that:

there were no N[*****s] on the 76ers . . . . In middle class white Philadelphia there
will be conversations about the team’s lack of character and heart. In the workingclass white neighborhoods, the talk will be about how the N[*****s] choked.
Everyone, in other words, will be saying the same thing.62

In sum, there is a lot to unpack in the racial divide in the 1977 Finals: the relative number of black versus
white players, style of play and open use of racial slurs.
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G.

False Dawn
Alas, despite the record television ratings, star power, clash of styles, and exciting play, the 1977 Finals

would prove to be a false dawn for the NBA.63 For one, there would be no Finals rematch featuring the promising
Blazer-76er team rivalry and the individual duel between Erving and Walton.64
Instead, the 1978 Finals pitted the Washington Bullets and Seattle Super Sonics which was deemed by
Sports Illustrated to be “about as exciting as the pro bowlers’ tour.”65 The Bullets-Sonics rematch in the 1979
Finals was more of the same. These two Finals series so discouraged CBS executives that the famed Game Six
of the 1980 Finals between Erving’s 76ers and the Los Angeles Lakers would be aired on tape delay.66
II.

THE 1977 FINALS AND THE NBA REVIVAL
Though the success of the 1977 Finals would prove fleeting in the immediate term, in the long run, it

helped point the way toward the NBA’s rebirth in the mid-1980s.67
A.

The Game of Basketball in Transition
The 1976-77 season and that year’s NBA Finals epitomized basketball in transition. The season entailed

the absorption of four ABA teams and dozens of ABA players into the NBA.68 The Finals manifested this
transition of style and personnel. Portland—with the premium it placed on teamwork and the center position—
represented the traditional, NBA style of basketball.69 The 76ers, on the other hand, reflected the more modern
game, played with an ABA flair.70 With reduced emphasis on the center position and with its greater focus on
skilled wing players and individual brilliance, the 76ers were the way of the future.71 The 76er style of play
encouraged greater athletic displays and self-expression on the court.72
B.

The Culture of Basketball in Transition
1.

The Glorification of Individual Play

Not only was the game itself in transition as reflected by the 1977 Finals so too was the culture surrounding
the sport. Portland obviously won the series on the court but, in many ways, Philadelphia won from a cultural
and historical point of view.73 Erving and the 76ers’ run to Finals capped off a season-long legitimization of
ABA players and the ABA game.74 Today, the notion that the modern professional game owes much to the ABA
is virtually beyond dispute.75
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Philadelphia’s shot of choice—the dunk—soon became the signature aspect of professional basketball.76
The trend toward celebrating individual brilliance—particularly through the dunk—has been magnified by ESPN
highlights, the internet, social media, and indeed the NBA’s own marketing efforts and has contributed mightily
to the league’s success beginning in the mid-1980s.77
In the early 1980s, the league created NBA Entertainment as part of a broader effort to market the
professional game.78 It did so by emphasizing the game’s individual stars rather than team rivalries.79 One of
NBA Entertainment’s more memorable ads showed highlights with the Hall and Oates’ song “One on One”
playing in the background.80 It was an unmistakable league endorsement of individual play, particularly dunking.
Indeed, two players from the 1977 Philadelphia squad—Erving and Dawkins—were featured prominently in the
ad.81 Walton and Lucas were nowhere to be found. This ad campaign stood in stark contrast to the CBS intros
prior to its NBA broadcasts in the 1970s which showed only faceless, neon silhouettes of players dribbling,
passing, and shooting.82
The emphasis the league would place on spectacular individual play in the 1980s derived in no small part
from the popularity of Erving. After toiling in semi-obscurity in the ABA, the 76er star displayed his talents to
the nation in the 1977 Finals and became the league’s preeminent star. 83 His dunking, in particular, left an
enduring impression.84 Indeed, Erving’s dunks over Gross and over Walton in Game 6 remain among the league’s
iconic images.85
Erving’s teammate, Dawkins, also had a groundbreaking influence on the modern game through the
stuff. The 76er center was the first player to widely popularize power dunking,86 demonstrating this ability during
the 1977 Finals.87 Just over two years after the Finals Dawkins cemented his reputation by destroying two NBA
backboards.88 While others before Dawkins had destroyed backboards,89 his efforts were captured on video which
garnered widespread attention.90 Shaquille O’Neal has acknowledged Dawkins as the “father of the power
dunk.”91
Dawkins’ two backboard demolitions not only promoted power dunking by encouraging emulation, they
led to the NBA changing its equipment.92 In light of Dawkins’ actions, the NBA introduced breakaway rims
during the 1981-82 season.93 The effect, not surprisingly, was to encourage still more power dunking and
showmanship.94
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2.

Rise of the Superteams

The way the 76ers were assembled also reflected the wave of the future. The franchise quickly became
labeled the “best team money can buy.”95 As noted, Philadelphia had spent $6 million to acquire Erving and the
year before had lured McGinnis from the ABA for a pretty penny.96 As the age of NBA free agency opened up
following settlement of the Robertson suit, Philadelphia presaged the “superteams” of the 2000s.97
3.

Young Players

Philadelphia was at the vanguard of yet another cultural aspect of the NBA: the signing of high school
players. Dawkins was the first player to go to the NBA without playing in college.98 This trend of promising
young prospects going straight to the NBA would not take off immediately but, like that of superteams, it would
explode a generation later.99
4.

Commercial Endorsements and Branding

The 1977 Finals and its participants also heralded the rise of commercial endorsements for AfricanAmerican NBA players as well as self-branding efforts.100 During the 1977 Finals, Erving was the centerpiece
of television commercials for Converse shoes and the Peace Corps.101 Despite the racial divide exposed by the
Finals, Erving was at the vanguard of the gradual acceptance of African-American athletes as major corporate
pitchmen, a development that would take off with Michael Jordan in the late 1980s.102 With respect to branding,
one profile piece noted that Erving “is aware that [his ‘nice-guy image’] . . . add[s] up under the economic heading
of ‘Doctor J’; [and he] is proud [of his] Q ratings . . . Julius is well aware of what went into the creation and
maintenance of Doctor J, and he will do almost anything to keep that image from being defiled.”103
Other 76ers were also at the forefront of self-branding. Free termed himself “All World” and later legally
changed his name to “World” B. Free.104

Dawkins enthusiastically promoted the moniker “Chocolate

Thunder.”105 He also named his dunks.106 The efforts of Free and Dawkins to promote their own nicknames
preceded self-marketing efforts by players that have since become routine.107

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the 1977 Finals and its participants are somewhat of a paradox, reflecting and heralding
many of the challenges that would face the league in the immediate term but also paving the way for significant
longer-term developments that would drive the NBA’s rise in the mid-1980s and beyond.
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